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4 Posizioni indicati 

 by 黃 zero   

Gucci 

"Designer Fashion"

Located in South Coast Plaza, the Gucci store offers luxurious and elegant

fashion. This Italian brand has been impressing customers since it was

founded and is often worn by the rich and famous. Step inside the store

and browse their world class collection of women's clothing, accessories

and shoes. Gucci's modern style with classic design elements creates an

upscale and sophisticated look.

 +1 714 557 9600  www.gucci.com/  3333 South Bristol Street, South Coast

Plaza, Costa Mesa CA

 by Maegan Tintari   

Sole Comfort 

"Walk A Mile"

If you like gorgeous shoes but are wary of the discomfort they entail, head

to Sole Comfort in Newport Beach. Located on Bison Avenue, next to the

Baskin Robbins, this wonderful shoe store boasts of an extensive

collection of beautiful and trendy shoes that come from big brands like

Pikolinos, Ara, Klogs and Dana Davis, among many others. The best part

about these shoes is that not only do they look lovely but they're also

exceedingly comfortable to walk in. Expect to find a great inventory of

sneakers, boots, sandals and much more at this store. The staff is pretty

knowledgeable and will gladly help you out in case you need suggestions.

Stop by for a pretty pair of heels that you can walk in for mile with a smile!

 +1 949 644 5939  solecomfort.com/  info@SoleComfort.com  1220 Bison Avenue, Suite

A7, Newport Beach CA

 by Public Domain   

A Snail's Pace Running Shop 

"Sport Shoes Shop"

If you are a runner of any skill level, be sure to visit A Snail's Pace Running

Shop. This shop will make sure that you find the pair of running shoes that

is perfect for you and your body. The shop even has a machine that will

show you where you place pressure on your feet when you run. This

allows the staff to then recommend a pair of shoes that would support you

best.

 +1 714 842 2337  www.asnailspace.net/  8780 Warner Avenue, Suite 12,

Fountain Valley CA
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Two Fifty Four 

"Shoes! Shoes! Shoes!"

What is merely footwear for some people is a passion for others. Those in

the latter group flock to Two Fifty Four in the bustling Downtown Village

shopping district of Laguna Beach for the hottest new fashions. The store

carries a range of sandals, stilettos, and boots from designers like Michael

Kors, Charles David, and NYLA. In addition, they offer designer jeans and

accessories like belts and sunglasses to complete your outfit.
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 +1 949 497 3109  254 Beach Street, Laguna Beach CA
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